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Introduction
A few months ago, I was asked if I would prepare one or more Masses for use by a new
Thelemic Organization, TTO. The goal was not to simply adapt Crowley’s Gnostic Mass, but
to create a completely new Mass with a similar meaning and structure adapted for a
contemporary audience. This was both an exciting opportunity and source of dread. Over
several conversations and time, two goals emerged. The first was to produce a Mass which
removed the presumption of gender on the part of the participants and allowed them to
identify freely with the energies manifest in the Mass. The second was to produce a Mass
which would introduce Thelema to new audiences and better explain it to existing
audiences. You could almost say the goal was to do for Thelema what Vatican II did for the
Roman Catholic Mass, and make it accessible.
There were several areas of agreement in regards to approaching a new mass. One was
that Crowley’s Gnostic Mass was only barely accessible to magical scholars in the 1920s
and 30s, and relied heavily on explanation to be comprehensible. However beautiful it
might be, it was a difficult tool for introducing new audiences to Thelema. Over years, I
had the chance to see many people attend their first mass, sometimes within a Temple
setting, but also at several public events where Mass was staged. Some people were swept
up in the beauty of the Mass. This was most especially true if they already knew something
about Crowley or had an interest in Thelema.
Most first time participants, however, walked away puzzled, knowing that they had seen
something old, complicated, incomprehensible, and most certainly not in line with anything
they already practiced. Despite the theoretical symbolism of the Mass, few of them saw
anything other than a “symbolic great rite” with “a lot of Christian names.” In particular the
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distinction that “The Lord” was not merely a reference to the Christian God of Sunday
Church was usually lost until well into the ceremony. Nor did most of them have much
interest in watching and reading, and waiting for some older Thelemite to do a class and
explain the ritual to them. Instead they went to a Druid Grove, a Wiccan Coven, or anyplace
else where the mysteries were immediately comprehensible. Some Thelemites I knew
were frustrated, but others did not shed many tears over this. There is a lot of pride in
building a very fine ivory tower. A few Thelemites seemed to like Thelema as a private
club, enjoyed being the only one in their circle of friends who really “understands” it, and
had no interest in changing that. That seemed to me to be masturbation, not promulgation
of the Law.
A second area of agreement is that, through the 1950s, Crowley, Agape Lodge, and others
had relied heavily on the idea that the mass was shocking to rivet people at the time and
interest them enough to follow up on its symbolism. As I was reminded, featuring an
element of the Gnostic Mass was sufficient for James Branch Cabell’s novel Jurgen to be
seized by the authorities as indecent. The Mass must have been as transfixing at the time as
our more transgressive cable shows now and an audience could be expected to be
spellbound by it. Nor, within the confines of the law, could its mysteries have been spelled
out much more clearly at the time even if Crowley had wanted them to be.
That was a different world. Television did not exist, let alone Pornhub. The odour of raw
sexuality alone does not sell the mass. Someone suggested to me, and I agree, that many
Thelemites suffer from “the curse of expertise.” They know a thing so well they have no
idea how to meaningfully simplify it to make it accessible to anyone else.
All that said, there are three types of magicians in the world:
● Some magicians believe that whatever they do, everything will work, so any random
symbols will work just fine for whatever they want to accomplish. They will not
have any interest in this ritual.
● Some magicians believe that they must not alter so much as a letter or a word of
what came before. They believe, for example, that Crowley’s Gnostic Mass is the
only “true” ritual and that to alter it even a tiny bit is to lose its meaning and
potency. They will not have any interest in this ritual.
● Some magicians believe that symbols, principles and ideas matter, but that a
competent magician can rearrange and improve on them, especially to achieve
different effects. That magicians of the past improved on what came before them,
and that we can continue the process of improvement. Crowley seems, by his own
account, to have been this sort of magician. When he talked about the “method of
science” he clearly meant for exploration to continue. Otherwise he’d have slavishly
performed the G.D. Rituals to the exclusion of all else. In all of his writing he
encourages us to be that sort of magician.
It does not take any special insight beyond the obvious to create a mass which effectively
accomplishes conveying energy (the “virtues”) that are to be administered to the people
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involved. Nothing in the freewheeling manner in which both Reuss and Crowley
approached the subject suggested that there was one perfect form of the Mass.  They
thought the core ideas were valuable. Crowley thought his bi-triune take on cosmology
was useful. The form seems to have been, like the early initiations, somewhat flexible.
Crowley might be flattered, but also a little disgusted, to find that his ideas and forms have
become trapped in amber. He outlined basic principles and laid a valuable blueprint. He
neither suggested it was the “one true way,” nor spent much of his long career performing
or improving on it.
Why this Mass?
My manifest intent is to create a bridge to both make Thelema more accessible to
Thelemites and to build a bridge between Thelema and the rest of Paganism - a bridge
between Thelema and everyone else that participates in religion outside the mainstream.
Perhaps, even beyond that, to mainstreamers who, through shows and media, have been
prepared for a universe in which they are God.
Thelemites are pagans. We literally, not figuratively, call on Pan. We call by name o
 n Pagan
Egyptian deities. To say they don’t mean the same thing to us they did to the Egyptians is
to say we are not Egyptian reconstructionists, which we’ve never claimed to be. Nor are we
incompatible with Greek, or Egyptian, any other reconstruction. If we believe in some
unifying principles, and personal deity, so do many pagans, Wiccans, and others today.
Thelema should be a vibrant core tying many alternative beliefs together by presenting a
comprehensible set of core principles. Instead it languishes on the sidelines because
figuring out what it is about takes years. You don’t have to go to more than one Wiccan
Ritual to have a strong sense of who the Lord and Lady are and what they represent. I
think I could could have sat through a dozen gnostic masses without ever understanding
even the concept of Hadit.
Crowley made it clear that he, like the Theosophists (he admired Blavatsky), considered all
the Deities of the world to be synonymous with and associated with his core principles,
said this at various times in so many words. Why must we expose newcomers to an
unfamiliar litany of names which kindle nothing at all in their hearts when we are talking
about principles they already treasure?
Crowley’s mass may have served Thelema of 1930 very well. It does not serve us well.
Objections to the Triune Mass
It should be noted that the object was a “simpler” mass, in that it would be more
comprehensible, not a “shorter” mass. The run time proves about the same length as
Crowley’s original Mass.
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There will be people who argue that the beauty has been taken out by making it easier to
access. I have tried wherever possible to preserve and even enhance the original tone. A
lot of thought was given as to whether or not to remove the archaic English Grammar.
Ultimately, it was retained for two reasons. First, removing the archaic English makes the
recitations from the Book of the Law strangely discordant. Secondly, it would argue for
cutting almost all of Crowley’s writing around the Thelemic Mass, and some of it is quite
good. Note that where Crowley combined archaic and modern forms, the text has been left
as it was. The archaic forms are not what makes the Mass inaccessible. Modern people for
the most part understand “thou” and “art,” if for no other reason than that Christians still
pray “Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.” Even if we are not Christian,
most of us have at least heard that Christian prayer. Archaic English even crops up in
Internet memes.
There will be people who believe that the power has been taken from it. If we do not say
“IAO Sabaoth” at a particular point, the miracle of the Mass will not happen. Those people
fail to understand the point of the Mass or the magic that happens in it.
There will be people who believe this Mass imposes a symbolism on Thelema that is not
universally agreed on. In counter, it is a symbolism that is widely a greed on and that no one
is compelled to use it if they don’t like it. Where symbolism is prevalent and very widely
accepted it is included in the description, e.g. the overlay of the tree of life. It is not
necessary to accept all symbolism to perform the mass, however the idea is to give novice
Clergy benefit of a ready guide to some of the more common symbolic attributes.
The core Triune concepts of Nuit/Binah/The Circle/All Things, manifest below the Abyss as
Babalon and Matter; Hadit/Chokmah/The Point, manifest below the Abyss as Chaos and
Energy; Baphomet as the agent and process of Union and Ra-Hoor-Khuit as the fruit and
process of Union seem fairly widely accepted and is for the most part spelled out directly
by Crowley. Simplification does not seem antithetical: ““It is indeed the task of this Book
to reduce Theology to the interplay of the Dyad Nuith and Hadith, these being themselves
conceived as complementary, as Two equivalent to Naught, divided for love's sake, for the
chance of union.” The Triune division follows, if nothing else, The Book of the Law, and
serves to make that book more intelligible through illustration of some of its underlying
principles.
Crowley suggested that all the secrets of meaningful initiation, not only through human
means, but those ordeals alluded to in The Book of the Law, lay within his Gnostic Mass. It
remains the judgment of the individual if any of those meaningful secrets have been
removed. I believe that they cannot.
Of the gematria or numerology of the Mass, whether by Hebrew, Greek, or English, I have
little to say. It is impossible to alter any word of Crowley’s earlier work, let alone issue an
essentially new rite, without changing some interpretations, and other addition or
subtraction may change it further. That stated, I think those who study closely the current
wording and dispositions will encounter some interesting surprises.
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The attribution of the Sephiroth to the concept of the Mass and, therefore, Thelema is fairly
widely accepted. I’ve found those concepts discussed, in some detail, both in Crowley’s
writing, and by many people inside and outside major Thelemic Organizations. The precise
spin, degree, and relationship can be argued, but here strikes the curse of expertise.
Understanding the thing simply comes before understanding all its manifold nuances,
variations, and exceptions.
Some number of Thelemites will storm against “simplifications,” and swear that by
omitting this or that element, by painting in broad strokes, I have grievously misled all
those who witness this mass - that because people are given a simple model, they will
never come to understand the nuances and true beauty. These people may be excellent
magicians but do not understand anything about how learning works. If you take a high
schooler and put them in Quantum Physics II, or Advanced Statistical Mechanics, you do not
produce a physicist who really appreciates the finer points of physics. You produce a
dropout who thinks your institution is a crock.
In any case, for those people who want to expand, endlessly, on their deep and nuanced
understanding of, for example, Heru-ra-ha, Ra-Hoor-Khuit, and Hoor-paar-kraat, those who
come out of the Triune Mass will have some vocabulary and structure to appreciate their
efforts. If nothing else this Mass creates an audience ready for correction of its errors.
I have done some screenwriting, and have a deep appreciation for the screenwriter’s craft.
The screenwriter must take a book full of thoughts and subtleties and express its essence in
somewhat less than a quarter of the number of words. This means a process of pruning.
Technicalities are discarded first. Subplots that may be good but are not essential to the
story next. Finally any twists of the main plot that do not serve the overall curve of the
drama. In the end the writer hopes that the essence of the story remains.
Perhaps Thelema, the concept, deserves a miniseries. Maybe someday that will happen - a
glorious series of masses. Today, in most ritual settings, it gets about forty minutes to an
hour, and in that forty minutes we can recite a lot of things that most people, including
many Thelemites, do not understand, or we can write the mysteries large and reinforce the
core in such a way that people are drawn to learn more of their subtleties.
The Concept of “Official” Masses
When I agreed to undertake this project, I expressed concern over the idea that this would
be any sort of “official” Mass. Originally, it seemed that would simply mean it was one of
many that was approved but I felt much better in learning that no Mass is “official” or
“unofficial.” This is an offering, but no one should use it unless it is their will.
There may be Thelemites who look at this Mass and say, “It is not bad, but it lacks this, or
gets that wrong.” Change it.  It is provided with a Creative Commons License. Republish it.
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Remix it. You may literally cut and paste the entire text and reconfigure it according to
your will. Make it yours. It belongs to the People.
Someone has told me that Thelema benefits from having a few core rituals which are done
over and over again, consistently, without change. That might be true, but if so it is because
they are very difficult to understand in the first place.
Thelema, the belief in individual Will, is best promulgated by many Thelemites each
presenting their individual convictions with fervor. Far from, as one distraught member of
a large Thelemic organization expressed to me, destroying the Thelemic world, this ritual is
intended to inject much needed new life into it.
My job was to create a mass that was beautiful enough for Thelemites who had practiced
for years, while presenting the central thread to people whose only tie to Thelema was that
they once saw a television show that referenced Crowley. I have tried my best to produce
such a thing. I hope in the end I have served well both my friends and the promulgation of
the Law.
Finally, I have chosen to use one of my magical identities to publish this. One could hardly
say that is without precedent in Magic or Thelema. The reason is simple. Whether you
accept this material or not, perform it or not, should be a choice based on your reading and
measure of its worth. Personalities and politics should not enter into it, and while I am not
a very controversial person, I have strong opinions as my chosen pen-name might hint.
That the Mass is inclusive is obvious, beyond that, I am unimportant.
Sib. Z. Arrhenothelus

The Trinue Thelemic Mass
Temple, Furniture and Decorations
The Layout of the Temple
The basic layout of the space is somewhat analogous to the sephiroth. Once you
understand this, it becomes easy to “make do” by finding objects or furnishings that help
round out the “meaning” of the temple.
The temple is oriented with the “High Altar” in the East. This is typical of many esoteric
orders which oriented their temples towards the perceived seat of wisdom in the East.
Crowley specifies “Boleskine” but the concept of east was heavily utilized in the similar
temple setup of the Golden Dawn.
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We will use “Binah side” and “Chokmah side” to distinguish the sides of the temple as that
element of symbolism is nearly universal. While at first this may seem unnecessarily
confusing, it eliminates the need for constantly distinguishing from which point of view
“right” and “left” are being reckoned, or remembering to differentiate symbolic “temple”
east from actual east and is simplified by reference to the diagrams.
Discussion of the Furnishings
The discussion of the furnishings includes some basic notes on symbolism. Depending on
the extent to which material for a Thelemic mass is “built out” there may be layers of
symbolism, some of which is likely intentional and some of which may be accidental or
fortuitous.
Minimum Furnishings
The minimum furnishing for the mass is
● A table on which a human and candles can sit safely for the High Altar
○ or: A
 table on which candles can sit safely and a chair immediately in front of
it. In this case the PRIESTX OF HEAVEN AND EARTH sits on the chair and is
adored by their partner, kneeling, rather than sitting on the altar itself. This
may also be a good arrangement if physical limitations keep the PRIESTX OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH from ascending the altar.
● Two small tables or stands
○ These are made into the Passive Altar and Active Altar.
○ The Active Altar will hold the fire and incense, and provides a place where
the MESSENGER may set their book to read.
■ Alternately the MESSENGER may read from a small lectern behind the
Active Altar.
○ The Passive Altar must hold a basin or font into which water can be poured
and mixed with salt. The font may be the Altar itself, or may be a table on
which the basin rests.
● A Veil
○ The Veil would ideally be more than symbolic, as it may be used to conceal
one of the participants disrobing if they choose to do so. If there is no
intention of disrobing, or if the costuming is reasonably easy to remove in an
elegant fashion, there is no particular need of a functional Veil and the space
can be symbolic.
● The Gate or Tomb
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○ Traditionally pictured as a tomb this can be any space designated and set off,
or a box which is closed. Traditionally it is curtained off, however in simplest
form it may merely be a doorway or some convenient place designated by
chairs or other furnishings.
● Implements
○ Basin for water if not built into the Passive Altar.
○ Lance, Spear, Staff, etc. There are grounds for argument as to the differing
magical nature of these various implements. In general they are historically
made principally of wood, and while they may have a metal tip, may in many
cultures be tipped with stone, wood, or bone. The most obvious allusions are
the Lance from the Grail myth, particularly with reference to Wagner’s
Parsifal, which Crowley attributed great importance to, or the lance which
pierced the side of Jesus in John (19:31–37), also called the Spear of Destiny,
Spear of Longinus, or Holy Spear. In simplest form in the Triune Mass the
Spear is motion and energy and the actie nature, opposed to the cup or grail,
which is mass and matter and the passive nature.
○ Grail or cup. May also be rendered Graal.
○ Paten or plate.
○ Salt bowl or Salt Cellar “The Salt.”
○ Pitcher or other Vessel for water.
○ Censer.
○ Incense in a box or container.
○ Bell or chime.
○ Candles or lamps should stand to either side of the High Altar.
● The Host
○ Crowley called for “Cakes of Light” of various types to be used for Thelemic
eucharist.
○ The Book of the Law gives the following instruction for a perfume which is
widely taken to be an instruction for Thelemic host.
For perfume mix meal & honey & thick leavings of red wine: then oil of
Abramelin and olive oil, and afterward soften & smooth down with rich
fresh blood.
The best blood is of the moon, monthly: then the fresh blood of a child, or
dropping from the host of heaven: then of enemies; then of the priest or
of the worshippers: last of some beast, no matter what.
This burn: of this make cakes & eat unto me. ( III:23-26)
○ In Magic in Theory and Practice, C
 rowley continues:
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The Cakes of Light are universally applicable; they contain meal, honey,
and oil (carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, the three necessaries of
human nutrition): also perfume of the three essential types of magical
and curative virtue; the subtle principle of animal life itself is fixed in
them by the introduction of fresh living blood.
○ If this sort of cake is desired there are numerous recipes available online. It
is important to understand that in the modern world, we cannot expose
someone to an edible product which contains blood or semen without
informing them. If it is not burned to ash it constitutes a potential health
hazard, which requires consent, and if it is burned to ash it is still morally and
ethically necessary to disclose beforehand what it is that we are asking
someone to eat.
○ It is customary to use cakes of light in Thelemic communion, based on
recommendations in Magic in Theory in Practice, and intimations from The
Book of the Law. As with all things, do as thou wilt. There is nowhere written
and the discussion of the eucharist casts doubt upon this necessity, and gives
rise to other potential options.
Additional Furnishings
Refinements which may add to the atmosphere and symbolism
● A “High Altar.”
○ Crowley suggests the dimensions should be 7’ x 3’ x 44” These dimensions
have some numerological significance, and create a reasonably attractive and
well sized altar.
● A retable
○ A retable is a structure that rests on the back of an altar providing shelves or
decoration above the altar itself. Crowley rather confusingly calls this a
“super altar.”
Crowley suggests a retable of two or three tiers, which from the top down contain:
● First
○ Reproduction of the Stele of Revealing - the Stele is considered
important to the revelation of the Book of the Law, and it rests in the
position that is Kether that from which all things emanate. Any other
symbol substituted here should be thought through carefully and have
similar or equivalent meaning.
○ Four candles on each side, total of eight candles.
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● Second
○ Rest for the Book of the Law.
○ Six candles on either side, total of twelve candles.
● Third - the third tier can be a lower shelf, or may be the surface of the main
altar
○ Resting place for the Grail.
○ Room in front of, or next to it, for the Paten.
○ Roses on either side of it (these could be in vases, or simply laid on the
altar).
○ Beyond the roses are two great candles. If the Grail and roses are
placed on a lower shelf, the great candles may be placed at the sides of
the main altar.

● Main Altar
○ THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH will sit upon the center of the
main altar, unless seated in a chair just in front of it. A decorative pad or
cushion can be useful and hygenic.
● The Veil
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○ An actual Veil can add a great deal of atmosphere and mystery to the mass.
Generally it would be some sort of curtain arrangement, essentially identical
to a theater curtain, which could be opened from the center. THE PRIESTX
OF THE SUN will have benefit of holding the Lance at the point when the Veil
is opened, so can reach up to move rings along a rod to aid in opening the
Veil.
● An altar cloth,
○ May have a sun, fleur de lis, pyramid, or other symbol relevant to Thelema or
the energies of the Mass on it. In general the Altar is equated with Kether,
and the peak of attainment, so something which evokes this would be
appropriate.
● Pillars or obelisks
○ These are handed down from the masonic tradition where they are Boaz and
Jachin symbolizing the pillars which stood on the porch of Solomon's Temple.
Traditionally, in Thelema, they are counter-charged, black and white or black
and red, though they may both be red or white. Other dark and light
combinations could be used, e.g. gold and red, or they could be painted in
colors attributed to Binah and Chokmah. Conventionally the darker is
assigned to Chokmah, but there are symbolic interpretations by which this
might be reversed.
● Steps
○ Three steps are taken towards the Veil. The three steps have a number of
symbolic correlations, and may be better visualized if it is possible to place
the altar on a small platform, and have actual stairs leading to it. The stairs
are an especially useful part of any permanent temple construction.
● Flooring
○ The stairs, floor, or dais which the altar sits on may be of black and white or
black and red squares. This is largely a holdover from Masonic tradition
where the white and black tile floor and tesselated border was seen as one of
the core symbols of the Lodge likely originating in the 18th century, but
possibly going back further. It was likely adopted from the tesselated border
of the tracing board as more and more lodges settled into their own facilities
in the 19th century.
○ This can be a very attractive decoration and makes for a good default
painting or flooring pattern. Most Thelemic bodies seem to have dropped the
tesselated border, which certainly lessens the effect. While, like any dyad, it
can be suggestive within the Thelemic milieu as a symbol of active/passive
force and all the related imagery, since the meaning in Freemasonry is fairly
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generic to begin with, we question whether it is worth extreme effort to
reconstruct.

The Celebrants of the Mass
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
● Implements: bears a Lance (alternately a spear, staff or any similar object).
● Vestments: i f often dressed in a plain and simple robe or garments. If it is desired
the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may have a robe and crown, or serpent crown, or
may be girt with a serpent belt.
○ The traditional robe is red, but a “coat of many colors” would have equal
symbolic validity.
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
● Implements: bears the Paten with the host upon it, is girt with a sword.
● Vestments: often echo the nature of water or the passive elements. Blue and white
are traditional. The sword maybe worn on a red belt “Let the woman be girt with a
sword before me.”
○ Alternatively, green and gold, or scarlet and purple might be worn as the
Colors of Babalon.
THE MESSENGER AND SERVANT OF THE LAW
The term “Deacon” may also be used as it has the same essential meaning from the
Greek diakonos.
● Implements: The Book of the Law.
● Vestments: often echo the nature of air. Yellow or gold is traditional.
THE CHILDREN
● Vestments: The children are traditionally “countercharged” in black and white. This
can be accomplished with robes and tabards or stoles, or robes and belts. Other
suggestions might include dressing the children for the elements they carry, or
potentially for their association with the pillars of mercy and severity (each child
tends to move up and down the pillars), perhaps even drawing symbolism from the
various color scales.
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The Child of Active Principles
● Implements:  Censer and Incense.
The Child of Passive Principles
● Implements:  Vessel and Salt.

The Ceremony of the Mass
The Entrance
● THE MESSENGER guides THE PEOPLE into the Temple, and goes to stand between
the Active and Passive Altars, waiting for a moment until THE PEOPLE are in their
places.
● THE MESSENGER bids THE PEOPLE to stand.
● THE MESSENGER advances towards the altar and bows before the Grail.
● THE MESSENGER kisses the Book of the Law three times, opens it, and puts it in its
place on the altar or retable.
The Proclamation of the Law
THE MESSENGER: I proclaim the Law of Light, Life, Love and Liberty in the name of Beauty,
of that deity which is born, slain and born again which is also nature, the destruction of
nature, and its redemption through the Law all of which are known by the symbol of :
Intones: IAO!
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law!
THE PEOPLE: Love is the law, love under will.
● THE MESSENGER returns to stand between the Active and Passive Altars.
THE MESSENGER: Take a step forward and recite with me the creed
● The PEOPLE All step forward each as they will.
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The Creed
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE recite together:
I believe in one secret and ineffable L
 ORD; and in one Star in the Company of Stars of
whose fire we are created, and to which we shall return; and in one Father of Life,
Mystery of Mystery, in His name CHAOS, the sole viceregent of the Sun upon the Earth;
and in one Air the nourisher of all that breathes.
And I believe in one E
 arth, the Mother of us all, and in one Womb wherein all men are
begotten, and wherein they shall rest, Mystery of Mystery, in Her name BABALON.
And I believe in the Serpent and the Lion, Mystery of Mystery, in His name BAPHOMET.
And I believe in one G
 nostic and Catholic Church of Light, Life, Love and Liberty, the
Word of whose Law is THELEMA.
And I believe in the communion of Saints.
And, forasmuch as meat and drink are transmuted in us daily into spiritual substance,
I believe in the M
 iracle of the Mass.
And I confess one Baptism of Wisdom whereby we accomplish the Miracle of
Incarnation.
And I confess my l ife one, individual, and eternal that was, and is, and is to come.
AUMGN. AUMGN. AUMGN.

● Crowley’s unique sexuality led him to a clear understanding of the concept of
sexuality as spectrum, however he was educated and trained to symbolism in a
culture that relied heavily on sexual dichotomy as a symbolic key. It is also the case
that Crowley was not entirely consistent, on one hand making clear that generative
force lay in all things, on the other having a significant focus on the concept of the
male phallus and sperm, arguably because it was the tool available for him to work
with.
What was once effective symbolism can be used today as an argument to maintain
artificial standards of gender and read more into the symbolism than is necessary,
to perpetuate phobic ideas about gender purity that definitely contradict Crowley’s
words and deeds.
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Like the mass itself, the Creed has a majesty and beauty, and changes to the creed
may rest heavily on the aesthetic objection to its disruption. Below I attempt to
provide an alternative version of the Creed which maintains both polarities and
form, but eliminates direct attributions to human constructs of gender which might
tend to limit the imagination of those who hear them.
The two are not identical. For example, the “Lion Serpent” may indeed symbolize
sperm, but we do not address a sperm as “she” or “he,” nor do we know what
energies it carries.
A Non-Gendered version of the Creed
I believe in one secret and ineffable SOVEREIGN; and in one Star in the Company of
Stars of whose fire we are created, and to which we shall return; and in one Agent of
Life, Mystery of Mystery, whom we apprehend as CHAOS, the sole viceregent of the Sun
upon the Earth; and in one Air the nourisher of all that breathes.
And I believe in one Earth, the Source of us all, and in one Womb wherein all are
begotten, and wherein they shall rest, Mystery of Mystery, whom we apprehend as
BABALON.
And I believe in the Serpent and the Lion, Mystery of Mystery, whom we apprehend as
BAPHOMET.
And I believe in one Gnostic and Catholic Church of Light, Life, Love and Liberty, the
Word of whose Law is THELEMA.
And I believe in the communion of Saints.
And, forasmuch as meat and drink are transmuted in us daily into spiritual substance,
I believe in the Miracle of the Mass.
And I confess one Baptism of Wisdom whereby we accomplish the Miracle of
Incarnation.
And I confess my life one, individual, and eternal that was, and is, and is to come.
AUMGN. AUMGN. AUMGN.
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The Entry of the PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH, and the Children
●
●
●
●
●

Music may be played.
The ACTIVE CHILD enters with the censer and incense.
The VIRGIN (Priestx) enters with the Sword and the Paten.
The PASSIVE CHILD enters with the vessel of water and salt
They face the MESSENGER, and stand in a line along the space between the Veil and
the Active Altar.

The entrance may be from any convenient point other than the Gate from which the THE
PRIESTX OF THE SUN will enter, often to the left or right of the Veil. The rubric above
assumes they enter from the Chokamah side of the Veil, or from the main entry and circle
the Temple. The entry of the children may be reversed so that they do not have to “Cross
over” if entry is from the Binah side.
Note that the diagram shows “symbolic” positions, but the theoretical sephiroth should not
be seen as representing the walls of the Temple space, nor is it important to keep a
marching band style formation and move in straight lines. The Children may stand more
towards the center, next to the Priestx for the opening, then move up and down the “aisles”
between THE PEOPLE and the altars.
THE VIRGIN: Greeting of Earth and Heaven!
● THE VIRGIN ascends the steps of the High Altar
● THE VIRGIN approaches the High Altar. After a pause they should take three final
steps whether there are stairs or not.
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● The CHILDREN may continue to face THE PEOPLE, may turn inward toward each
other, or may turn to face the Veil. They do not follow THE VIRGIN to the High Altar.
● THE VIRGIN places the Paten before the Grail, and bows or otherwise shows their
adoration of it.
● THE VIRGIN turns to the Temple and speaks from
THE VIRGIN: I am Infinite Space, and the Infinite Stars thereof, I am the sky with whom the
serpent seeks union.
● THE VIRGIN descends the first stair, or takes the first step.
THE VIRGIN: I dance to arouse the coiled splendor that the secret serpent may rise to become
one with the sky and so become one with me, that it may drip venom down to rapture the
earth and so rapture me, that I may ride it as a beast.
● THE VIRGIN descends the second stair, or takes the second step.
THE VIRGIN: I am also the snake of the slime for I there is nothing which is not in and of me
and I am all things within the world.
● THE VIRGIN descends to the final stair, or takes the final step.
THE VIRGIN: As above so below.
● THE MESSENGER bids THE PEOPLE be seated.
● THE VIRGIN begins to move around the temple.
○ The precise nature of THE VIRGIN’S circumambulations is open to
interpretation. Some illustrations of possible paths are given below. The
number of three and a half circumambulations is traditional, but depending
on the music and the spirit of the celebrants there are grounds for many
more.
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● As THE VIRGIN circumambulates the MESSENGER reads.
○ Alternatively THE VIRGIN may complete their circumambulation and THE
MESSENGER read afterwards.
○ As pictured above the “logical” point for the MESSENGER would result in a
collision with THE VIRGIN. There are numerous possibilities, however, this
is a point of choreography that must be addressed.
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■ The simplest solution is that THE MESSENGER will move forward to
stand immediately behind the Active Altar, giving room for THE
VIRGIN to pass behind. However, in some very small spaces, this may
be impractical.
■ Any other configuration which lends itself to the majesty of the
moment is acceptable. THE MESSENGER has already stood upon the
Altar once, and could stand on the lowest, or even highest stair, the
Altar itself, or take position near the Tomb.
■ It may be less desirable from the point of view of balance to have THE
MESSENGER step to one side or the other. But there is no specific
reason this is harmful either.
The Explanation of the Principles
THE MESSENGER: The Book of the Law is divided into three parts.
Part the first is that of Nuit, of whom it is written is "Infinite Space, and the Infinite Stars
thereof." Every man and woman is a star. We are not stars within Nuit, the night sky, but
rather all of the night sky and all things are within each of us. We worship the Night Sky and
Nuit bids us "behold my light shed over you!" It is Nuit who manifest to us here present is
Babalon, the principle of matter creation and manifestation which nourishes and gives form
to life.
Part the second is that of Hadit who is hidden, the complement of Nuit. Where Nuit is all,
Hadit is the one point, center symbolized by the Sun. Of Hadit it is written "In the sphere I am
everywhere the centre, as she, the circumference, is nowhere found." It is Hadit who manifest
here present is Chaos, the principle of energy, giver of light and life in all things.
Part the third is that of Ra-Hoor-Khuit, form of Horus and Crowned and Conquering Child
of the New Aeon. The child it is written is "not merely a symbol of growth, but of complete
moral independence and innocence." The Aeon of Horus is not described as some idyllic era.
The old Aeon of Osiris, characterized by paternalism, submission, and the image of the dying
God will be overturned.
The Crowned and Conquering Child has all gender and none, and "dieth not, nor is reborn, but
goeth radiant ever upon His Way. Even so goeth the Sun: for as it is now known that night is
but the shadow of the Earth, so Death is but the shadow of the Body, that Veileth his Light
from its bearer." The form of Horus which is Ra-Hoor-Khuit comes from Hadit and Nuit
through that power which manifest here present is Baphomet the union of opposites, the
bringing together the pillars and the spheres, the combination of the principles in the holy
mystery that lies before us.
This new Aeon of Horus is not some imaginary time in which we will all be saved, nor some
abstraction of endtime nor again some metaphor for inner struggle. It is here this day, a real
and potent expression of the challenges and victories that wait for us outside this Temple
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space, an indisputable truth of our every day. Of the human race we are told that in the New
Aeon of Horus: "it will suffer from spasms of transitory passion; it will be absurdly sensitive to
pain and suffer from meaningless terror; it will be utterly conscienceless, cruel, helpless,
affectionate and ambitious, without knowing why; it will be incapable of reason, yet at the
same time intuitively aware of truth."
These names, Nuit and Babalon, Hadit and Chaos, Ra-Hoor-Khuit who is Horus out of
Baphomet, matter not. They are all gods of all time and no gods at all yet beyond them is one
ineffable secret one greater than all. Bornless one, begetter and manifester of the light which
is also darkness, that which dwells in a secret place, whose Mystery we now unfold.
The Entrance of the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
THE VIRGIN stands before the Gate, wherein is THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN as THE FOOL.
THE VIRGIN draws their sword and makes a cross over the Gate. The cross may be made
with the blade if feasible, but may also be made with the hand, holding the sword, either
point up, or point down.
THE VIRGIN: By the power of ✠ Mars which ruleth Iron, I say unto you come forth and stand
before me on the path. In the name of ✠ the Sun and of ✠ the Force of Life.
● THE FOOL: takes three steps forward (this can be taken as one at each of the above
utterances) and stands before THE VIRGIN. Note that the questions may be
rendered “Where do you come from,” and “What do you seek,” if desired.
THE VIRGIN: Whence comest thou?
THE FOOL: I have gone all around the earth, and I have walked throughout it, always in
darkness. The place I leave behind is filled with the dead and those who await death in
darkness for the food and drink is bitter and does not nourish the spirit.
THE VIRGIN:  It is written “The sorrows of pain and regret are left to the dead and dying, the
folk that not know me as yet”  What seekest thou?
THE FOOL: Beyond the Gate I seek a place of with the light of the sun in the heavens and
healthy herds below, geese in the air and wine and bread which nourish the spirit as well as
the flesh, a place of light, life, love and liberty. Above all I seek the knowledge which is union.
Will you join me on my journey?
THE VIRGIN: My nature is of the heavens but “I am divided for love’s sake for the chance of
union.” I am all innocence of the earth. I know all directions of the compass but I goeth not,
but wait and receive. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: Love is the Law, Love under Will!
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● THE VIRGIN: steps to the side, and lowers the sword opening the path to THE FOOL
THE FOOL: From within the Gate by pale moonlight I saw the world stretched out beyond,
but here I see three roads to the East where the sun dawns between the peaks of the tallest
mountains. I am a fool and I cannot judge which road to take.

The Purification of the Fool
● THE VIRGIN takes from the PASSIVE CHILD the water and the salt, and mixes them
in the font on the Passive Altar
THE VIRGIN: Let the salt of Earth admonish the water to bear the virtue of the Great Sea.
[Here they may bow, genuflect, or go to one knee] Babalon, Mother of Abominations, Nuit
Infinite Starry Sky, be thou adored! Make pure and strong of purpose the THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN on their journey to the East.
● THE VIRGIN returns from the font and faces THE FOOL. The Crosses may be made
as THE VIRGIN wills, however often they are made over the head, chest, and groin.
THE VIRGIN: Be thou Fool no more but ✠
 THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN, pure of ✠
  Body and
✠Spirit
The Consecration of the Fool
● THE VIRGIN takes the censer from the ACTIVE CHILD and places it on the Active
Altar. They put incense into the censer.
THE VIRGIN: Let the Fire and the Air make sweet the world [Here they may bow, genuflect,
or go to one knee] Hadit, Fire and Movement of the Universe, Chaos, force of life upon the
Earth, be thou adored! Make sacred and joyful the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN on their
journey to the East.
● THE VIRGIN returns to face THE FOOL, and makes a cross with the censer.
THE VIRGIN: Be thou more than Fool, ✠
 THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN, fervent of ✠ Body and
✠Spirit
The Preparation of the the Fool
● If THE FOOL is to be vested with a robe and crown, the MESSENGER brings them
now. The THE FOOL , or the MESSENGER, or the two in concert, may vest the THE
FOOL . If a traditional flame robe and crown are used, the two verses below may be
recited after the garments have been placed on the THE FOOL
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● Otherwise the verses are stated with THE FOOL and THE VIRGIN facing each other,
in front of the gate.
○ either aligned with THE VIRGIN’s back towards the altar and THE FOOL’s
back towards the gate
○ or facing each other, THE VIRGIN on the Binah side, THE FOOL on the
Chokmah side.
THE VIRGIN: Be thy heart heart filled with flame and girt about with a serpent. Go forward
upon the path, O thou Crowned of the Sun.
The Refusal
THE FOOL: My heart is not aflame.
THE VIRGIN: Canst thou not see now the path?
THE FOOL:  I see the middle road, which is called service, but I have no heart for it. I am filled
with dread and shame. I shall not go at all.
THE VIRGIN: The road which leads to the City of the Pyramids wherein all Knowledge and
Understanding are one, yea and more, is called named service. Thou art a child and it is
written "How this new Aeon of Horus will develop how the child will grow up, these are for us
to determine, growing ourselves in the way of the Law of Thelema,” too “thou hast ill will
against the gifts thou hast received.”
THE FOOL:  I am alone. I am looking for God.
THE VIRGIN: Look not to find God at the end of the road, know rather that the Road shall
reveal God within thee. The serpent flame I raise is stronger but thou knowest not. Let us
adore the L
 ance/spear/staff t hat thy flame shall consume mine innocence and set me into
motion, while thou shalt be no more The Fool and yet inspired by wine the Fool forever more.
● The intention here is not to say “Lance, spear, staff,” but rather to reference
whichever the PRIESTX OF THE SUN is holding at the time. Conjecturally some
other word could also be used, those are simply the three most likely variants.
The Adoration of the Lance
● The two PRIESTXES kneel each holding the Lance, and adore it. They may kneel
with both hands on the Lance, or may put one hand each on the shoulder or side of
the other. It is important that any touching or kissing in this context be consensual,
and negotiated by the two in advance.
○ THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN might hold the Lance, while the THE PRIESTX OF
THE HEAVENS AND EARTH strokes it eleven times.
○ The PRIESTXES might kiss the Lance, once, and each other five times on each
side, past the spear.
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○ The PRIESTXES might kiss each other five times on one side of the Lance,,
then leaning to the other kiss six times.
○ The PRIESTXES might go hand over hand up the Lance, until there have been
eleven movements, or five down and six up. This may be desirable if the two
are not intimate.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH remains kneeling, THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN stands.
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Thou art God.
● THE PEOPLE: Give their hailing sign, according to their will
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So mote it be.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: holds aloft the Lance/spear/staff
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: That I am I also invoke. By the power of the lifted
Lance/spear/staff!
● THE PEOPLE: Give their hailing sign, according to their will
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So mote it be.
The Opening of the Veil
The Enthronement of THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: I Crowned and girt Priest of the Sun take thee pure; I upraise
thee from innocence; I lead thee to the East; I set thee at the Crown of the World.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN leads the THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH to
the High Altar and physically sets them upon it, or on the chair in front.
● The progress of the two PRIESTXES may be considered in several different ways.
○ They may walk together toward the center, linking arms to pass over the
Passive and Active Altars symbolizing the path of Harmony.
○ They may walk each at their side THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN along the pillar
of Mercy toward Chokmah and the THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH along the pillar of Severity toward Binah.
○ They may simply choose the most convenient side.
● The position of the MESSENGER is up to the individual Celebrants.
○ THE MESSENGER may return to the symbolic position of Tiphareth
○ THE MESSENGER may stand to one side and follow once the two PRIESTXES
have moved toward the High Altar.
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● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH takes the Book of the Law and holds it
open on their breast, making a descending triangle, symbolic of the passive energies,
of Horus, and of the descent of the divine, with thumbs and forefingers.

The purification of THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN takes the Vessel from the PASSIVE CHILD and asperses
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH, drawing a pentacle between forehead,
shoulders and thighs.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Be purified by salt of earth and water. Babalon, Mother of
Abominations, Nuit Infinite Starry Sky, pour out unto THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH understanding of the Mystery of Mysteries.
○ THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may hand the Lance to the MESSENGER, and may
take the Vessel and asperse and make the sign with both hands.
○ THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may reach into the Vessel with one hand to take
water for aspersion, while making the signs with the other, Lance still
clutched in the hand.
○ The sign may the invoking pentagram of Spirit
○ The sign may be a pentagram made by tracing a cross at each location
○ THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN asperses the PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH, drawing a pentacle between forehead, shoulders and thighs.
○ Tradition calls for the hand to be held in a phallic gesture with thumb
between index and medius. This sign has obvious sexual connotations and
was referred to as "manus ficus" in Roman language. It is attested in
sculpture of the period and is an obscene gesture in some areas of Europe
today.
■ Alternatively the hand may be held with one or two fingers
outstretched.
The consecration of THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN takes the censer from the ACTIVE CHILD and censes the
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH, drawing a pentacle between forehead,
shoulders and thighs in the same manner as the aspersion was done.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Let the Fire and the Air make sweet the world. Hadit, Fire and
Movement of the Universe, Chaos, force of life upon the Earth, enflame within the PRIESTX OF
THE HEAVENS AND EARTH wisdom in apprehension of the Mystery of Mysteries.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN kisses the Book of the Law three times and then kneels in
adoration
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● The CHILDREN place their objects upon the respective altars.
○ If the Passive Altar cannot accommodate the vessel it may be placed beneath
the Passive Altar, or on a side table.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: I adore thee. I bid thee take the sacrifice of my life, pourest my
blood into thy cup that I may be raised up in the City of Pyramids!
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Not I must thou adore but thee, self of thyself.
All things are the same. There is no difference between them. Thou art no more a fool, neither
yet Master of the Temple. It is written "enjoy all things of sense and rapture: fear not that any
God shall deny thee for this" and this also, "Beauty and strength, leaping laughter and
delicious languor, force and fire, are of us." Go therefore and know that thou mayest become
worthy of sacrifice.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: How will I so recently shed of childhood grow up in the way of the
Law of Thelema?
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: “Behold! there are three ordeals in one, and it
may be given in three ways. The gross must pass through fire; let the fine be tried in intellect,
and the lofty chosen ones in the highest. Thus ye have star & star, system & system; let not one
know well the other!”
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: "Now let there be a Veiling of this shrine: now let the light devour
men and eat them up with blindness!"
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN rises, and draws the Veil over the whole altar.
The Ordeal of the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN, retrieving the Lance if they have released it, holds it in
front of themself as before, upright and close to the chest.
○ Alternatively they may use it as a walking stick
● Relieved of their implements THE CHILDREN when not otherwise occupied stand
and walk in the attitude of the Sign of Osiris Risen, heels together (when standing)
and slightly angled to form a “V,” arms are crossed on the breast, right over left, so
the palms lie with the fingertips almost at the shoulders. The head may be bowed
or raised as is expedient.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN commences their symbolic journey through the spheres.
Traditionally this is comprised of three circumambulations of the Temple Space,
symbolizing numerous triads including birth, life, death and the three ordeals of
initiation.
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○ In this THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN “visits” all of the Sephira.
○ Other symbolic constructions are possible. For example the THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN may take two circumambulations, holding the third not to be
complete until after the veil has been opened.
● At the last circumambulation, or at the end of the wanderings of THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN the CHILDREN go to the place between the Passive and the Active Altar, on
their appropriate sides, flanking or slightly behind the MESSENGER.
● Traditionally THE PEOPLE and THE CHILDREN are prompted by the MESSENGER
to adopt a pose where they "kneel in adoration, their hands joined palm to palm, and
raised above their heads." This has been called “flame asana” pose, however the
usage is unique to Thelema.
○ While this should be demonstrated, each should kneel, or not, according to
their will.
○ There is some argument for kneeling during this time. It is equally arguable
that kneeling with head bowed deprives THE PEOPLE of understanding the
ascent of the Priest and the symbolism therein and is thus
counterproductive.
The Ascent of THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN mounts the first step, or takes the first step towards the
High Altar.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Nuit, infinite one of the Starry Night Sky, of which our Sun is but
one star in the company of stars, thou who art all time and all space. Unknowable mother of
all energy thou art known to us through Babalon, Mother of Abominations. Before you our
mind is bewildered, our understanding dark. In love alone may we attain knowledge of you.
Of your invocation it is written:
“Then the priest answered and said unto the Queen of Space, kissing her lovely brows, and the
dew of her light bathing his whole body in a sweet-smelling perfume of sweat; O Nuit,
continuous one of Heaven, let it be ever thus; that men speak not of thee as One but as None;
and let them speak not of thee at all, since thou art continuous!”
The Speech of the PRIESTX OF HEAVEN AND EARTH
● Traditionally there has been the requirement that the celebrant be “bare and
rejoicing behind the Veil,” and if necessary re-robe before the Veil is opened. That
practice has some symbolic power and may be maintained.
○ Alternatively the interpretation of “bare” may be metaphorical
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○ The PRIESTX OF HEAVEN AND EARTH may celebrate the entire ritual
disrobed, or partially robed, with due regard to location and sensibilities of
other attendees or onlookers.
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: “But to love me is better than all things; if under
the night-stars in the desert thou presently burnest mine incense before me, invoking me with
a pure heart, and the serpent flame therein, thou shalt come a little to lie in my bosom. For
one kiss wilt thou then be willing to give all; but whoso gives one particle of dust shall lose all
in that hour. Ye shall gather goods and store of women and spices; ye shall wear rich jewels;
ye shall exceed the nations of the earth in splendour and pride; but always in the love of me,
and so shall ye come to my joy. I charge you earnestly to come before me in a single robe, and
covered with a rich head-dress. I love you! I yearn to you! Pale or purple, Veiled or voluptuous,
I who am all pleasure and purple, and drunkenness of the innermost sense, desire you. Put on
the wings, and arouse the coiled splendour within you: come unto me!...To me! To me!...Sing
the rapturous love-song unto me! Burn to me perfumes! Wear to me jewels! Drink to me, for I
love you! I love you. I am the blue-lidded daughter of sunset; I am the naked brilliance of the
voluptuous night-sky. To me! To me!”
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN mounts the second step.
The PRIEST: O Hadit secret principle hidden in the being of all things, energy of Chaos,
energy of all that moves, self of my self:
“I am the flame that burns in every heart of man, and in the core of every star. I am Life, and
the giver of Life; yet therefore is the knowledge of me the knowledge of death….I am alone;
there is no God where I am”
● THE MESSENGER and all rise to their feet, with the Hailing sign. If desired the entire
calendar from Liber AL may be read out. In deciding the Celebrant must balance the
rising power of the calendar, and its pronouncements regarding life and death with
the disruption to the building story of the ascent of the stairs. Potentially the
determination could be made based on whether or not the audience is made up
principally of Thelemites and is familiar with the role of the Calendar, rather than
seeing it as a bizarre addition.
○ The Complete oration is
But ye, O my people rise up and awake!
Let the rituals be rightly performed with joy and beauty!
There are rituals of the elements and feasts of the times.
A feast for the first night of the Prophet and his Bride!
A feast for the three days of the writing of the Book of the Law.“
A feast for Tahuti and the children of the Prophet—secret, O Prophet!
A feast for the Supreme Ritual, and a feast for the Equinox of the Gods.
A feast for fire and a feast for water; a feast for life and a greater feast for
death!
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A feast every day in your hearts in the joy of my rapture!
A feast every night unto Nu, and the pleasure of uttermost
delight!
THE MESSENGER: “But ye, O my people rise up and awake! Let the rituals be rightly
performed with joy and beauty!”
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN mounts the third step.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Baphomet, Serpent and Lion, embodiment of all creation and the
generation of life, greater than every God, breath of life that maketh every God even and
Death to tremble before Thee. Horus, thou who art more than Horus, uttermost unity of
energy and matter. By the Sign of Light ✠ appear Thou glorious upon the throne of the Sun.
Make open the path of wisdom, Enlighten our understanding, Encourage our hearts, Enflame
in us the power of creation and of intelligence, below in our bodies as it is also above
● Here the sign given may be the Cross, with the arms extended in a cross in the
fashion of the Sign of Osiris Slain, or the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may give the full
L.V.X. sign from the Hexagram ritual.
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: “There is no law beyond ‘Do what thou wilt.’”
The Opening of the Veil
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN opens the Veil with their Lance
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Io, Io, Io, IAO, Power of Life, Power of Death, Power of the Risen
God, Power of the Creation of Life. Io, Pan, Pan power of engenderment, Io Pan dissolution of
all. Hail the Gods strong, undying, unchanging, Hail the Mighty Gods, ______;Hail the Gods of
Destruction, ______; Hail the Gods who create life anew, _____. In the heavens and in the earth
thrice blessed are they. Hagios, Hagios, Hagios, VIAOV.
● VIAOV is sometimes rendered as FIAOF. James Eshelman suggests a pronunciation
of roughly Wee-Ah-Ou.
● Here such attributions as are preferred by and sensible to THE PEOPLE may be
used. In general a balanced number should be used so that of each type one, two,
three or more are called.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: is seated with the Grail in their right
hand and the Paten in their Left.
○ This is the simplest symbolism. It can, like all elements of the Mass be
changed at the discretion of the celebrants.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: then places them on the altar, the
Paten toward Chokmah, the Cup toward Binah.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN presents the Lance which THE PRIESTX OF THE
HEAVENS AND EARTH kisses eleven times and then holds it to their breast, while
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the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN falling at their knees, kisses them, arms stretched
along their thighs.
○ It is important that the manner of this pose be agreed beforehand with THE
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH having final say on the nature and
intensity of the kissing and embrace, and that THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN be
careful to conduct themselves within the confines of what has been agreed.
○ If the kissing of knees is considered too intimate for the celebrants, the THE
PRIESTX OF THE SUN may simply kneel, head bowed in a pose of
supplication and adoration.

The Mysteries
● The Mysteries may be called a Collect, Prayers of THE PEOPLE, the Litany, Synapti,
Ectenia, etc. Our usage comes from the Greek term for the Collects. Traditionally
there are eleven mysteries.
● The use of an “intoned” inflection for the following Mysteries is acceptable, however
it is a general suggestion that the last be read in a tone firm but passionate.
THE MESSENGER: The Sun: Visible and sensible ruler of diurnal heavens of whom this earth
is but a frozen spark tracing one eternal arc about thy hub, source of light, source of life, let
thy perpetual radiance hearten us in our labors, in our times of joy; so that as we partake of
thy light and the fruit of thy light we may also bring to those around us illumination,
sustenance and joy; thy brilliance penetrate our minds and hearts that we may apprehend the
source of thy light, the star that burns in the heart of each of us.
THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: The Night: visible and sensible ruler of nocturnal stars countless in the
mansions of the heavens, blue curtained bed of all promise, canopy of seven lamps eternal,
house of the horned hunter and the silvered bow, hung with dew-filled orb which illuminates
darkness and dispels the terror of abyssal night; vault where time itself bears witness, be
present with us in all things and from thy endless domain, source of all matter, let unto us be
vouchsafed the stuff of stars, within and without our selves, that we may mold and create each
according to our will.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: Principle of Motion: s ecret principle of all that moves, fire of passion,
force of animation, spark of life. Thou who sitteth formidable and strong on the throne of the
East as the Sun, thou who art called Hadit who is one, thou who encompass Chaos, and The
Beast, Therion, and all those principles which force, propel to action, or engender and thou
who hast a secret name inside our heart and in our minds. Accordest to us the Word of
Wisdom that we may divine thy holy mysteries.
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THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: Principle of Substance: s ecret principle of all that is and can be felt, flesh
of life, stone of the pyramids, fruits of earth which sustain life. Thou whose sensual body
archeth the Night Sky as the Starry Heavens, thou who art called Nuit who is all, thou who
encompass Babalon, and the Scarlet Whore and all those things which are, form changing and
unchanging, meat and milk and brick and tool of steel. Accordest to us the Nourishment of
Understanding that we may divine thy holy mysteries.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: Principle of Union: s ecret principle of the union and equilibration of
opposites who art also spectrum of their difference. Collision of sperm and egg and
germination of seed. Thou who art known to us through Baphomet, androgyne, architect of
the supernal triad, reagent of the Chemical Marriage. Thou who were to the alchemists of old
principle of Mercury. Accordest to us the moment of ecstasy in art, in inner knowledge and
attainment, and in our lovers’ embrace.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: The Child: power of innocence, power of renewal, triumph of life over
death whose hieroglyph is the Fool. Makest us to understand our own impotence, and that to
which we may attain as come into adulthood and seize the power of creation for our own. We
are thou and thou art us, between us there is no division for all things are one. Let us attain
the formula of initiation in the new aeon which rejects the cycle of death and rebirth but
knows truly that attainment is as the growth of a child into the fullness of years that we may
every day initiate, let us taste life and err and learn that our daily aspiration not be Osiris
dead and risen but Bacchus transformed into Pan.
THE MESSENGER: The Stars: M
 ystery of Mysteries, the one true God and the essence of the
one true God each of us one Star in the Company of Stars. In the vast blue sea of space each
star is a sun and each of us a God, unbound by death, infinite and limitless apprehending the
measureless mystery of Godhead shrouded in our flesh. Yet even as we are, so are all who
came before, continuing knowledge from generation unto generation, preserving and shaping
understanding of this one true mystery upon heaths and in woods, on mountains and in caves,
openly in the marketplaces and secretly in the chambers of our houses, in temples of gold and
ivory and marble, as we in these other temples of our bodies commemorate them of old who
did adore thee and manifest thy glory unto all the peoples.
Among these:
Lao-tzu and Sophia, and Siddhartha and Krishna, Tahuti, Anath, Mosheh, Dionysus, Hekate,
Mohammed, Fatimah, and To Mega Therion, and with these also Hermes, Asherah,
Baal-Ammon, Astarte, Pan, Isis, Osiris and Melchizidek, Heracles, Medea, Orpheus and
Odysseus, with Sappho, Catullus, Rabelais and many an holy bard; Marcellina, Simon Magus,
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Manes, Cyprianus, Esclarmonda de Fois, Jules Doinel and Jean Bricaud that transmitted the
light of Gnosis to us their successors and their heirs; with Merlin, Morgen, Arthur,
Gwenhwyfar, Kundry and Parsifal and many another prophet, priest and king, that bore the
Cup and the Lance, the Sword and Disk, against ignorance and darkness; and these also
Charlemagne and his Paladins, Jacques de Molay Templar and Martyr, Christian Rozencruetz
Rabia al Basri, The Lady of Maraclea, Cornelius Agrippa, Michael Maier, Paracelsus, Marsilio
Ficino, Mary Wollenstonecroft, Sir Edward Kelly, Adam Weishapt, Marie Laveau, William
Blake, Alphonse Louis Constant, Florence Farr, Ida Craddock, Friedrich Nietzche, Madame
Helena Blavatsky, Doctor Theodor Reuss, Edith Rose Kelly, Leila Waddell, Leah Hirsig, Sir
Aleister Crowley, Lady Frieda Harris, John Whiteside Parsons, Marjorie Cameron, Evelina
Phyllis Seckler, and Grady Louis McMurtry - Oh Children of the Fire and Water! With all thy
saints we worthily commemorate them worthy that were and are and are to come.
Condensed List: Lao-tzu and Sophia, and Krishna, Tahuti, Dionysus, Hekate, Mohammed,
Fatimah, and with these also Hermes, Asherah, Pan, Isis, Osiris, Melchizidek, Orpheus and
Odysseus, with Sappho, Rabelais and many an holy bard; Marcellina, Simon Magus,
Cyprianus, Esclarmonda de Fois, that transmitted the light of Gnosis to us their successors and
their heirs; with Merlin, Morgen, Kundry and Parsifal and many another prophet, priest and
king, that bore the Cup and the Lance, against ignorance and darkness; and these also
Jacques de Molay Templar and Martyr, Christian Rozencruetz Rabia al Basri, Marsilio Ficino,
Mary Wollenstonecroft,Marie Laveau, William Blake, Alphonse Louis Constant, Florence Farr,
Madame Helena Blavatsky, Doctor Theodor Reuss, Edith Rose Kelly, Leila Waddell, Leah
Hirsig, Sir Aleister Crowley, Lady Frieda Harris, John Whiteside Parsons, Marjorie Cameron,
Evelina Phyllis Seckler, and Grady Louis McMurtry - Oh Children of the Fire and Water! With
all thy saints we worthily commemorate them worthy that were and are and are to come.
May their Essence be here present, potent, puissant and paternal to perfect this feast!
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: Birth: w
 omb of earth, source of all that nourishes and feeds and brings
forth life, mother of fertility on whose breast lieth water, whose cheek is caressed by air, and
in whose heart is the sun’s fire, make fruitful the surface of the earth and bring forth life in
nourishing abundance and health in fruit and grain, in all that liveth, and in our minds bring
forth new wisdom and creativity and fixity of purpose that in daily is mirrored the miracle of
birth.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
● THE MESSENGER bids THE PEOPLE to stand
THE MESSENGER: The Act of Union: upon all who unite with love under will let fall success
each according to their will; may passion and flesh unite to bring forth ecstasy and harmony,
and beauty answer beauty.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
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THE MESSENGER: Death: term of all that liveth, whose name is inscrutable, be favorable
unto us in thine hour, Unto them from whose eyes the Veil of life hath fallen may there be
granted the accomplishment of their true Wills; whether they will absorption in the Infinite,
or to be united with their chosen and preferred, or to be in contemplation, or to be at peace, or
to achieve the labour and heroism of incarnation on this planet or another, or in any Star, or
aught else, unto them may there be granted the accomplishment of their wills; yea, the
accomplishment of their wills.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: So Mote it Be
THE MESSENGER: Will: thou hast no right but to do thy will.  It is written that “Each
individual has an absolute and indefeasible right to use his sexual vehicle in accordance with
its own proper character, and that he is responsible only to himself. But he should not injure
himself and his right aforesaid; acts invasive of another individual's equal rights are implicitly
self-aggressions. A thief can hardly complain on theoretical grounds if he is himself robbed.
Such acts as rape, and the assault or seduction of infants, may therefore be justly regarded as
offences against the Law of Liberty, and repressed in the interests of that Law.” Also it is
written “There is no outcry against the rights of property where wisdom and kindness
administer it.” And finally is written “It is also excluded from ‘as ye will’ to compromise the
liberty of another person indirectly, as by taking advantage of the ignorance or good faith of
another person to expose that person to the constraint of sickness, poverty, social detriment,
or childbearing, unless with the well-informed and uninfluenced free will of that person.”
Unto us grant the wisdom and understanding to achieve the crown of attainment that is our
will, yea that is our will.
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: Love is the Law, Love under Will.
THE MESSENGER AND PEOPLE:  So Mote it Be

THE ANTHEM
The Anthem is an optional piece of the Mass. It is not obligatory to include it at all, but it
does provide a chance for THE PEOPLE to engage with, and have a voice in, the ongoing
ritual.
We recommend experimentation with various anthems, original or borrowed from classic
poetry.
● The Scarlet Letter Vol. III, No. 3, June 1996 carries an Anthem adapted by Dionysus
Soter.
● Gerald Shapiro’s “Prayer for the Great Family” has also been suggested as an
Anthem.
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● The Anthem presented here is taken from Crowley’s Poetic Mystery Play, The Ship,
and was included in his Gnostic Mass by 1913.
○ In some traditions the reading is broken up by gender. If it is desired to
break the first and second semi-chorus, we suggest that the First
Semi-Chorus be read by those on the Chokmah side of the Temple, the
Second by those on the Binah side.
○ The division of parts below was suggested by the Tetragrammaton Mass
published by Tim Maroney, Draft of Dec. 12, 2001
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Thou who art I, beyond all I am,
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Who hast no nature and no name,
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Who art, when all but Thou are gone,
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH:Thou, centre and secret of the Sun,
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Thou, hidden spring of all things known
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: And unknown, Thou aloof, alone,
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN:
Thou, the true fire within the reed
Brooding and breeding, source and seed
Of life, love, liberty, and light,
Thou beyond speech and beyond sight,
Thee I invoke, my faint fresh fire
Kindling as mine intents aspire.
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH:
Thee I invoke, abiding one,
Thee, centre and secret of the Sun,
And that most holy mystery
Of which the vehicle am I.
Appear, most awful and most mild,
As it is lawful, in thy child!
THE CHORUS (THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE):
For of the Father and the Son
The Holy Spirit is the norm;
Male-female, quintessential, one,
Man-being Veiled in Woman-form.
Glory and worship in the highest,
Thou Dove, mankind that deifiest,
Being that race, most royally run
To spring sunshine through winter storm.
Glory and worship be to Thee,
Sap of the world-ash wonder-tree!
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FIRST SEMI-CHORUS (Chokmah): Glory to Thee from Gilded Tomb!
SECOND SEMI-CHORUS (Binah): Glory to Thee from Waiting Womb!
FIRST SEMI-CHORUS (Chokmah): Glory to Thee from earth unploughed!
SECOND SEMI-CHORUS (Binah): Glory to Thee from virgin vowed!
FIRST SEMI-CHORUS (Chokmah): Glory to Thee, true Unity
Of the Eternal Trinity!
SECOND SEMI-CHORUS (Binah): Glory to Thee, thou sire and dam
And self of I am that I am!
FIRST SEMI-CHORUS (Chokmah) Glory to Thee, beyond all term,
Thy spring of sperm, thy seed and germ!
SECOND SEMI-CHORUS (Binah): Glory to Thee, eternal Sun,
Thou One in Three, Thou Three in One!
THE CHORUS (THE PEOPLE and Messenger): Glory and worship unto Thee,
Sap of the world-ash, wonder-tree!

The Consecration of the Elements
The Consecration of the Bread
● Crowley’s original Mass had extensive additional elements of consecration and
adoration. The consecration and elaboration may of course be elaborated, but is
provided here in the most basic form.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN stands and takes back the Lance
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH raises the Grail and Paten
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may make 5 ✠ crosses to consecrate the cup and Paten.
The number and fashion of the crosses is left to individual preference
○ They may be made precisely as the earlier “pentacle” crosses
○ They may be made in a triangle above the cup and Paten, then on the cup
alone and Paten alone
○ They may be made in any other fashion which seems evocative and has
meaning
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH returns the Grail to their side and lifts
the Paten with both hands before them.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN stands slightly to the side to allow THE PEOPLE to see
the Paten.
○ The most obvious symbolism is for THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN to stand to the
Chokmah side for the bread and the Binah side for the wine, however
alternative arrangements may be used.
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Source of life upon earth, fruit of labour,
sustenance of endeavour, thus be thou nourishment of the Spirit!
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN places a hand beneath the Paten.
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● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN makes a cross with the Lance near to, or towards the
Paten.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN touches the Lance to the Paten, either by raising it, point
downward, or simply by lowering it so that the tip rests against the rim of the Paten
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH removes one hand from the Paten and
selects one host to elevate above the others that rest on the Paten.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH touches the single host to the Lance
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: By the virtue of the fire of motion! Be this Bread the Body of God!
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN releases the Paten
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH raises the Paten and single host
● THE MESSENGER or some other convenient person strikes the Bell
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: This is my body which is given to be devoured completely, consumed
in one act of initiation immediate and eternal.
The Consecration of the Wine
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH replaces the host on the Paten, and
returns the Paten to its place on the Altar and lifts the Grail with both hands before
them.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN stands slightly to the side to allow the people to see the
Paten.
○ This should typically be the opposite side from the previous consecration
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Vehicle of the joy of Man upon earth, solace of
labour, inspiration of endeavour, thus be thou ecstasy of the Spirit!
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN places a hand on the Grail.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN makes a cross with the Lance near to, or towards the
Grail.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN touches the Lance to the Grail, by lowering it so that the
tip rests against the rim of the Grail.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: By the virtue of the fire of motion! Be this Wine the Blood of God!
●
●
●
●

THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN releases the Grail
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH raises the Grail
THE MESSENGER or some other convenient person strikes the Bell
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH raises both Paten and Grail together

PRIESTX OF THE SUN: This is my blood which is given into the Cup of Babalon that I may be
drained of all life and all sense of self.
● THE MESSENGER or some other convenient person strikes the Bell
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● THE PRIEST OF THE SUN may expand their arms and look upward facing the High
Altar silently.
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Let this offering be borne through the Aethyrs to
the throne of the Sun.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN or some other convenient person strikes the Bell three
times.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may kiss the THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH in such fashion as is agreeable to both, traditionally upon the center of the
breast where is held to be the heart.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Here thee all, Saints of the one true Gnostic Church of Light, Life, Love,
and Liberty, now essentially present that we here today assembled take our place as your
heirs, claiming fellowship, favor and protection in the name of IAO!

The Paen
● Here a Paen or Hymn may be added. It may be performed by Either Priestx or both,
or by all assembled, or broken into parts as with the Traditional rendering of the
Anthem. Crowley included a lyric rendering of A Ka Dua, a passage from the Stele of
Revealing.
○ There are a number of classical paens to Apollo which might serve in this
place.
○ The Paen need not be musical, but may be verse.
A Ka Dua:
A ka dua
Tuf ur biu
Bi a'a chefu
Dudu nur af an nuteru
O High One!
May they be praised!
The one great of Power!
The Spirit great of Dignity, who places
fear of himself among the gods!
A Paen to the Sun, after Aristonous:
O blessed and prosperous
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is that generation
of mortals which establishes
an undying temple
unaging incorruptible
of our Lord and Light the Sun!
A Paen of Unity
● Which can be sung to Louish Bourgeois’ “Old Hundredth” tune, familiar to Christians
as the Thomas Ken setting of the Doxology.
Praise Hadit Sun and unity
Praise Nuit who is all things which be
Praise Baphomet Mendean Pan
And self of I am that I am

The Alchemical Union
The Blessing
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH holds their hands over the Grail and
Paten
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Lord most secret, bless this spiritual food unto our
bodies, bestowing upon us health and wealth and strength and joy and peace, and that
fulfilment of will and of love under will that is perpetual happiness.
● PRIESTX OF THE SUN stretches out their hands, together, toward the THE PRIESTX
OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH takes the host which was previously
lifted from the Paten and places it in the outstretched hands of THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN
● PRIESTX OF THE SUN turns toward THE PEOPLE and raises the Host in their left
hand while raising the Lance in their right.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Be this bread the power of life, the spark of ignition, all sperm and
germ which gives rise to life upon the earth as it is in the heavens.
● PRIESTX OF THE SUN kneels, holding the host towards their body spear upraised.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH raises the Grail in both hands
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH: Be this wine the source of life, well of flesh and
blood and bone and stone and all that comes to pass upon the earth as it is in the heavens.
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● PRIESTX OF THE SUN stands slightly to the Chokmah side so that the cup can be
seen by THE PEOPLE.

The Consummation
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Let these be united with Love Under Will.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH supports the Grail with their right
hand, and reaches up to take hold of the Lance with their left.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN touches or partially supports the Grail with their left
hand while holding up the Lance with their right
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN holds the Host
above the rim of the Grail between thumb and
forefinger (see Appendices for Notes on the
Presentation of the Host).
● Together the PRIESTXES depress the
Lance-point into the Grail.
PRIESTXES: HRILIU
● Together the PRIESTXES depress the
Lance-point into the Grail. The Priest touches
the host to the surface of the wine
● The two lower the Lance. THE PRIESTX OF
THE SUN retains the Lance while the THE
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
retains the Grail and takes the host from the
hand of THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN.
The Invocation
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Spark and seed of life, force
of labor, force of union, which bringeth together all
things making them one and none, accept this our
sacrifice of blood and essence of life.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
raises Host and Grail. THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN stands to the right of the THE
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH and raises the Lance touching THE
PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH’s wrist with their free hand.
PRIESTXES: Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN kneels or bows.
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●

THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH places the host on the Paten and
holds it for THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN makes a cross over the Paten and takes the host from it.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: In my mouth be the essence of the life of the Sun.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN consumes the host
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH takes the grail and holds it for THE
PRIESTX OF THE SUN
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN makes a cross over the Grail and takes it.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: In my mouth be the essence of the joy of the earth!
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN turns toward THE PEOPLE, and crosses their arms after
the Sign of Osiris Risen.
PRIESTX OF THE SUN: There is no part of me that is not of the Gods
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: There is no part of the Gods that is not also of us!
● THE MESSENGER bids THE PEOPLE be seated.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN may kneel in front of the THE PRIESTX OF THE
HEAVENS AND EARTH or may stand to one side.
● The PEOPLE are organized by the MESSENGER to commune.
● While it is not necessary for the Host to rest upon the Altar during communion,
some groups may choose to do this. If so, some care should be taken to ensure that
the host which has been touched by the THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH is the one selected by THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN.
○ This is not specifically a ritual requirement, but preferable for hygiene, as
presumably the two Priestxes are familiar with each other, and have also
taken care to have clean hands.
○ It is also workable to locate the host on the altar, but place them on a
different plate from the Paten.
● THE PEOPLE each advance, and take the host which is offered by the THE
CHILDREN
● THE PEOPLE commune in the same fashion as THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH determines to what extent THE
PEOPLE may approach the Veil.
● Once THE PEOPLE have completed their communion, THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
stands next to the THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
The Epilogue
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THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS: Thou art that and that am I
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Thou art self of myself
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS: I am the circle and the point, am all things and none
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Between us there is no difference
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS: It is given thou who hast become Master of the Temple that
thou might dwellest here in the City of the Pyramids.
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN: Service. Yea, Service. I will walk throughout the Earth that where
there is darkness there shall be light and where there is privation and the want of sustenance
shall be nourishment.
THE PRIESTX OF THE HEAVENS: Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law
THE MESSENGER and THE PEOPLE: Love is the Law Love under Will.
The Blessing
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN steps forward to the edge of the Veil, and takes their first
step beyond it or down
✠ Be ye blessed of the one True God that is Self of thy Self
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN takes another step forward or downwards
✠ May the apprehension of the Mystery of Mysteries enlighten your minds and comfort your
hearts and sustain your bodies.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN takes another step forward or downwards
✠ May the fire of life and force of motion bring you to the accomplishment of your true Wills,
the Great Work, the Greater Good, True Wisdom and Perfect Happiness.
● THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN walks toward the Tomb, trailed by the CHILDREN. They
may make a circle of the Temple, and if warranted by the Local tradition my bestow
blessings or assurances. In the end they proceed into the GATE, which is closed by
the MESSENGER
The Dismissal
MESSENGER: Thou hast no right but to do thy Will. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of
the Law.
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PEOPLE: Love is the Law, Love under Will!
● THE MESSENGER: will open the door, etc. and allow the PEOPLE to leave the
Temple.

Appendix I: The Signs and Gestures
The crosses
● Signified by ✠ in the liturgy above
○ The cross may be seen as manifestation of the active principle by reference to
such symbols as the rose-cross where the cross is active and the circle
passive Alternatively or in complement the cross itself may be seen as a
unification of principles, with the horizontal line being passive and the
vertical line active.
○ Alternatively the sign of the cross may carry too much “Christian symbolism”
or simply be undesirable to some Priestxes in this case some other sign
which has a similar meaning may be used. The circle, circle-cross, Invoking
Hexagram of the Beast, Invoking Pentacles or various other sigils could be
considered to have similar symbolic meaning
○ No symbol may be given at all
○ Some consideration should be given to speed so that whatever symbol is
given it may be done fairly quickly, so as not to cause long and awkward
pauses in the recitation.
● When made with an object in hand, the object may be retained, the cross being made
with the object.

The Hailing Sign
● All hail THE VIRGIN, each according to their will.
● Those who are Fellow Craft Masons in any tradition may if they choose give the Sign
of a Fellow Craft Mason.
● Those who are Magicians in any tradition may give their Sign or Hailing Sign.
● One default is to give the Sign of Horus which is featured in the Golden Dawn
Neophyte grade. The arms are outstretched together, slightly raised palms down,
head slightly bowed. This is often interpreted as “groping through darkness”
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● Another default salute is to raise the left hand. Care should be taken to distinguish
this greeting from the right-handed Roman salute which has been adopted by many
Fascists.
● Alternatively the hand may be placed over the heart, or no sign may be given at all
according to the will of each individual.
● THE MESSENGER should be mindful that even if a default is suggested no one is
compelled to do other than their will to salute THE VIRGIN.
Standing to Order
The concept of Standing to Order requires some discussion. Crowley envisioned the use of
the Masonic Due Guard or Dieu Garde which is of course different for every rank of
Freemason, the hands are positioned as they were when the Oath of Obligation was taken.
This symbolism is questionable for anyone who has not taken some solemn oath, and may
even be seen as somewhat tasteless.
In general we feel that Standing to Order should be a matter of the individual will, provided
it is not disruptive to the proceedings.

The Signs of the THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN
THE PRIESTX OF THE SUN makes a sign, usually a threefold sign signifying birth, life, and
death, when they have taken the first three steps. The nature of these signs is determined
by their will.
● If they are Free Masons or belong to any similar organization they may give the
signs of their first three degrees if it is their will.
● They may also May also give silently, the vertical and horizontal components of the
Elevenfold Seal from Liber V vel Reguli the Ritual of the Mark of the Beast
● They may tap the Head, Chest, and Groin after the manner of the Qabalistic Cross
● They may move their hands upon the Lance, placing one above the other, so that
three movements occur.

Appendix II: A Discussion of the Mysteries
The Formula of the Mysteries
In constructing additional Mysteries, or Collects one may or may not wish to follow the
formula laid down in Crowley’s original Mass. An excellent discussion of the structure both
of the overall Mysteries and each individual Mystery can be found in HRILIU: Symbolic
Explorations of the Gnostic Mass, IAO131, Lulu.com (2016).
The Names of the Saints
The concept of a litany of the Gnostic Saints was tied to Crowley’s idea of the phallus as a
symbol of generation. Ultimately this is the list of people who embodied the energy of
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gnosis and passed it down, which Crowley associated with both a metaphorical phallus and
the literal male phallus. Female names are excluded because even though Crowley had a
post-Victorian understanding of gender, he lived at a time when gender was a pervasive
enough part of society that he saw no issue with invoking it symbolically as the cornerstone
of the active and passive principles. As it is understood that everyone, whatever their birth
or current gender, embodies the active and passive principles, the removal of feminine
names becomes meaningless.
There are various conjectures as to the significance of the numbers of the saints and their
groupings. They fall into a set of logical categories. First are great magicians whom
Crowley believed to have been at some point mortal people. These play a part in Crowley’s
teaching and can be seen in his “secret History of those who have gone before me
in this Grade of Magus,” in Liber Aleph. Afterwards a list of Phallic and or Solar Gods. After
that inspirational poets or authors, e.g. “bards,” then a list of Gnostic forbears, the principal
figures of the Grail Legend, and then a catalog of relatively recent historical estoercistis or
other people whom Crowley thought embodied Thelemic principles, including himself.
For purposes of this mass, and I believe Thelema in general, any conceivable symbolism of
the order, types of names, or the persons they represent is less important than the
emotional impact on the listener.
It is arguable that naming some of the figures of history that ought to be studied is useful,
though some of them are virtually unknown. It is also arguable that as they relate to the
creative current that flows through every person, they ought to be figures who evoke that
feeling.
I have seen that The Thelemic Order has a wide list of Saints and intends to add more, well
beyond the number that could be comfortably included in a mass. My suggestion is that
every Thelemite who performs the Mass should choose a set of Saints for themselves, or
with their group which they feel are representative and have emotional impact.
Among the initial charges was the desire to include a “ready to run” version of this mass.
Because of this, I have included a list of suitable names, however they are a placeholder, a
suggestion, nothing more. I chose them because I believe they are among the most
accessible names, and with some thought to removing the close association of the principle
of creation in and energy in the universe with the male penis. While I included historical
figures typically portrayed as female, I did not make any particular effort to make a “parity”
where there is complete balance. Such pairings do little to eradicate the concept of gender
as they continue to promote a view of male and female as “paired opposites.”

Appendix III: Music
The key element with music is that it should be under some degree of control so that it
does not periodically drown out the speaking parts of the Mass. Crowley suggested that a
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Doorward be appointed, and this person might also serve as a musical director, as could
any other congregant.
It is traditional in many churches that the people charged with music may not kneel, etc.,
but rather take care of the music itself.
Live music including drumming is certainly ideal, however in the modern era it is possible
to get endless recordings of various music suitable for the Mass.
Themed music can add a “flavor” to the Mass, making it light and playful, or evoking other
powerful moods. The power of using recognizable and modern music to amplify the
emotional message of the mass should not be underrated.
In the end if the Mass has an emotional impact, it will be successful, and inspire
re-engagement. If it does not, then no matter how perfectly some abstract formula is
performed, it will accomplish little.
It is worth noting that Crowley suggests that the figure which maps to the PRIESTX OF THE
SUN in this ceremony “communicates in silence.” This certainly has great potential
symbolic meaning. But so do other options, including a swell of music, a sudden subdued
track or any number of other choices.

Appendix IV: Quotes
Throughout the Mass where material is quoted from Crowley I have used quote marks to
indicate such. I have not supplied the precise reference, as that is easily obtained through
an online search and not directly relevant to the production of the Mass, serving only to
add text that does not specifically relate to the Celebration.
In many cases I have used “it is written” so that the audience will understand that the
words being used carry meaning beyond the script of the Mass. In other cases, I have left
the quotes transparent, as were most of the quotes in Crowley’s original Mass.

Appendix V: Notes on the Presentation of the Host
Crowley’s original presentation of the Mass called for a complex operation in which a piece
of the host is broken off and affixed to the Spear, then then immersed in the cup. This
“particle” can be seen among other things as signifying one sperm from the body.
Ignoring any question of symbolism, this makes for poor presentation. Without near
comical effort, the particle is invisible to The People. This changes the public nature of the
celebration into one more private to the Celebrants.
As presented in the Triune Mass, the host and cup, and all that pertains to them, are clearly
visible to The People which seems superior in a Mass intended to administer the virtues to
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The People as at least one interpretation of those virtues is “knowledge,” which in this
context is not concealed.
This is, of course, one of many things which could be changed with some minimal
re-writing, should it be the will of those presenting the Mass.

Appendix VI: License

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License
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